The war that never ends
Veterans face the demons and pain of PTSD

Where in the world is Tarleton
Whether it's international research or study abroad, Texans are everywhere

Out of this world, too
Students, faculty explore the secrets of the universe
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The war that never ends
For some veterans returning home from foreign wars, the conflict is over. For growing numbers, however, the war never ends.

Where in the world is Tarleton
Studying hunger issues in South Africa. Gaining a new worldview by traveling overseas. A faculty exchange program that took a professor to exotic India. Tarleton is all over the world.

Out of this world
Inside a silver dome on Tarleton’s Hunewell Ranch is the university’s connection to the universe, where inquiring minds carry out the ultimate observational science.
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FAMILY MATTERS
Sociology professor Leslie Stanley-Stevens is an enthusiastic parent. In her case however, parenting, family life and her profession intersect and interact, meld and mesh. Plus, Faculty Focus.

8 SHORTS
Briefs on outreach efforts; “mathemagician” Jim Kirby; Mike and Rosie Moncrief; remedial math; the soaring rocket team; the ROTC; and the unwelcome guest at the Trogdon House. Plus, a few choice words overhead around campus.

12 TARLETON TWEETS
Facebook is so yesterday, says freshman Kayla Reid.

14 THE TIMBERLAKE LEGACY
Marillynn and Lamar Johanson recently donated their family’s Timberlake Ranch and other land to the university. Their donation brought a legacy full circle.

30 SPORTS
Sports briefs, new Hall of Famers and a profile of student-athlete Coleman Furst.

34 ALUMNI
Profiles of Fort Worth ISD superintendent Walter Dansby, M.Ed. ’78; Fort Worth Stock Yard Herd boss Kristin Jaworski, B.B.A. ’01, M.S. ’07 (below); and Peace Corps volunteer Drew Slattery, B.S. ’11. Plus, updates on dozens of alums.

IN MEMORIAM
Notable passings and Silver Taps.

BACK COVER DEJA VIEW
Dr. Mike Leese, then and now.